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‘Texas Dead’ is a gripping mystery novel 
set in Corpus Christi, Texas. A series of 
murders has left  residents uneasy. All the 
victims were shot in the back of the head.
But when a prominent financial genius is 
also found murdered, and not in the same 
way, celebrity detective Mackenzie  
(Maxie) Michaels and her partner Kobe 
Jameson, must race to find the person  
responsible before more murders occur. 
As they uncover clues, the mystery deepens

dragging in powerful people and threatening to erupt in a full-on war that could 
cost them their lives.
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“It’s so cinematic…crying out for that screenplay,” ~Alex Lewczuk of Siren Radio (UK). 
 “With twists, turns and surprises galore, Texas Dead is the perfect high-octane mystery. ” ~Steve Quade, Indies Today

“Looking for a great read? Check out William Gensburger’s book, ‘Texas Dead’. It’s terrific–very clever and engaging.” 
~Dan Ashley, ABC7 News Anchor, SF Bay Area. 

“Mystery & Crime lovers, I got hooked within the first few pages–more twists and turns than a corkscrew, right to the 
end.” ~JC Ryan best selling author of the ‘Rex Dalton’ thriller series.  
 
“The story is fast paced and well condensed by the author in addition to the fine character portrayal of Mackenzie, her 
partner, Kobe Jameson, a Jamaican man–the interaction of the two detectives makes for an excellent combination in ex-
ploring murder–and also makes the story humorous.” ~Grady Harp, Amazon Hall of Fame Top 100 Reviewer

“The book has good suspense, and an interesting backdrop and story line. I loved the ending. Very interesting charac-
ters. I particularly liked Jameson. Can’t wait for the next Mackenzie Michaels mystery.” ~Jane Blomstrand, Author, ‘Meet the 
Principal: My Journey Beyond the Curriculum’
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